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the current trend in automotive interior technology is to incorporate intelligent driver assistance and
support systems into automobiles, so that features which were once the sole province of expensive

specialty automobiles can now be incorporated into mainstream cars. the most common examples of
this are the following: the increasing ubiquity of self-parking and valet parking functions, as well as

the possibility of automatically adjusting cruise control settings such as speed, distance, or
inclination in response to road conditions; and the integration of preloaded audio cds or satellite

radio broadcasts, navigational aids, mobile phone applications, and other information or
entertainment systems into the car. we are committed to supporting the local community. in april

2009, 10 mazda dealerships and 2 dealerships of our canadian partners formed the canadian mazda
motorsports club which provides funds to host the mazda canadian grand prix road course. to date,

we have raised over $1 million and support ongoing track development projects including the
construction of a new grandstand and paddock areas at the circuit gilles villeneuve. in january 2015,

mazda announced the appointment of shinichiro ito as chairman and ceo of mazda motor
corporation. mr. ito, 55, is a seasoned veteran, having served as president and coo of mazda from
2001 to 2005 and as executive vice president, president and chief operating officer of mazda from
2006 to 2010. ito, who assumed his new position on april 1, 2015, announced his new position on

september 3, 2015. at werner mazda, we do all that we can to ensure you have a pleasant
experience with us - no matter if you're buying a new car or servicing your current vehicle. this is

why our parts center carries a comprehensive inventory of mazda oem parts and accessories.
shopping for the parts you need for your auto repair has been made easier with the help of our

online parts order form.
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when you shop at werner mazda, you're covered with the mazda
extended confidence warranty. this warranty will go beyond the

factory warranty and cover the most vital parts of your mazda. by
adding this extended warranty to your vehicle, you are protecting

your tires and the exterior appearance as well as protection against
theft. each of these protections covers various aspects of your mazda.
don't go out in the world without some added protection. get started

on the mazda extended confidence warranty from werner mazda
today! if you would like to learn more, stop by our car dealership in

manchester and speak with our team in person. the 2016 mx-5 will be
immediately recognizable as the m is still around, still proudly in

place, and has been joined by a range of other now familiar phrases.
it's the f-style roof and the "petal" door beams. it's the lower body

that bulges outward so you can see the roadster's wheelbase with a
better view when parking. most importantly it's the seats which, after

six years of wearing down, are now as nice as can be. unexpected
and most unexpected as it is, the 2016 mx-5 is likely to be the best-

selling model in mazda history. look at it this way: with the name
mazda, the brand cannot be tied to the m-touche unless it enters into
this most popular of suv-ish alternatives, and with mazda's reputation

for cars with zippy engines and light weight, the project seemed in
trouble. but it was the best-selling mazda in its first year of production

and climbing, so climbing. today it is mazda's top-seller, with more
than 19,000 sold in the united states alone and it won the prestigious

jd power award for customer satisfaction at a level only recently
attained by domestic luxury brands. it is a beloved small sport coupe
that is relatively affordable but has been aggressively promoted by

mazda. it is the sports car one dreams of driving, and it finally feels as
it should. as part of our dedication to automotive audio, we work hard
to provide the best advice and the best speakers at the best prices.
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